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The United States
Geological Survey defines
American deserts as areas of
the country that receive less
than 10 inches of annual
precipitation.
The Desert THE MAGAZINE, PAGE 22

Between the 1830s and the
1950s, eight million people
emigrated from Ireland, an
island not much bigger than
Maine.
Celtic Wave BOOK REVIEW, PAGE 20

Since “The Lion King”
opened on Broadway in
1997, there have been 27
productions of the musical
that have played on every
continent but Antarctica and
grossed nearly $10 billion.
‘The Lion King,’ a Mighty Roar 25 Years
Strong ARTS & LEISURE, PAGE 6

Three-quarters of residents
who died in the 2018 Camp
Fire, which destroyed the
Northern California
community of Paradise,
were 65 and older.
Rethinking Where to Settle Down as the
Climate Changes SUNDAY BUSINESS,

PAGE 3

Sixty years ago, four
transistors could fit on a
silicon chip. Today, some
11.8 billion can.
Tiny but Mighty BOOK REVIEW, 

PAGE 12

According to Midia
Research, 26 percent of
consumers ages 20 to 24 say
they have attended a concert
or bought merchandise from
artists they discovered
through viral trends.
Strike a Pose for the TikTok Memes 
SUNDAY STYLES, PAGE 10

Facts of Interest

BETH WALROND

One of the earliest appearances of the word “vibe” in The New York Times’s digital ar-
chives is the result of a word-recognition error on a scanned article from 1970. (It referred
to the executive “vibe” president of the New York Chamber of Commerce.) About six years
later, the word appeared again — this time intentionally — in quotes from a talk-show host
who referenced “the vibe” six times. It truly entered The Times’s journalistic lexicon after
a decade or so: In a travel essay, a reporter observed Sicily’s “ancient Greek time-vibe.”

“Vibe,” a shorthand for vibration, was
initially used as a nickname for the vibra-
phone soon after the instrument’s incorpo-
ration into jazz music in the 1930s. Popular-
ized by pop, hip-hop and rap lyrics, “vibe”
soon was used to describe the emotional
quality of something — as the Beach Boys
did in their 1966 hit “Good Vibrations,” for
example. It wasn’t until the 1980s that
“vibe,” without quotation marks, appeared
consistently in Times articles.

The use of the term “vibe” steadily in-
creased in the 1990s, particularly with the
advent of the music magazine Vibe. In the
first decade of the new millennium, “vibe”
was frequently featured in Times articles
about fashion, referring to, for instance, a
designer’s collection and a show that both
“caught the vibe.” A recent Styles article
described a pair of boots as having a
“fleece-meets-festival vibe.”

In the early 2010s, the meaning of “vibe”
shifted with the rise of internet culture and
social media. It became a way for people to

not only talk about a feeling, but to adopt a
certain style. It was also used to describe a
brand or company’s culture. A DealBook
article from 2014 described the organic
food company Annie’s Homegrown as
having an “earthy vibe.”

In social speak, “vibe” can refer to con-
necting with another person, as in “just
vibing.” A “vibe check” means gauging the
attitude of a person or the mood of a place;
a 2022 Styles article, for example, explored
New York City’s post-pandemic transition:
“A five-day, five-borough vibe check found
that New Yorkers described heightened
concerns around normalcy, safety, security,
finances and mental health — but also
demonstrated unwavering optimism.”

In The Times, the term has shifted to
meet many cultural moments and global
changes in technology and society. What-
ever the vibe may be going forward, 
“vibe” seems likely to remain a versatile
term. SARAH DIAMOND

Word Through The Times
Tracing How One Word Has Changed Throughout Our Report

JUNE SHIN

‘Abbott Elementary’ (2021-present)

This workplace comedy created by Quinta
Brunson (pictured right) is more than a
little reminiscent of “Parks and Recreation,”
including its style (mockumentary), setting
(a barely functioning government service)
and focal character (a cheerful optimist,
played by Brunson). In detailing the woes
of Philadelphia public schoolteachers, the
show taps into a well of resignation and
desperation, while exploring the character
quirks that provide the biggest laughs.

‘He Got Game’ (1998)

“Malcolm X” collaborators Spike Lee and
Denzel Washington reunited for this mor-
ally knotty and emotionally sticky mixture
of sports story and familial drama. The
real-life basketball star Ray Allen stars as
Jesus Shuttlesworth, a high school player in
high demand to play college ball — so much
so that his convict father, Jake (Washing-
ton), is temporarily sprung from prison,
with the promise of a shortened sentence, if
he can convince Jesus to attend the war-
den’s alma mater.

‘The Royal Tenenbaums’ (2001)

The writer- director Wes Anderson helms
this lovingly eccentric comedy-drama,
featuring Gene Hackman (in one of his final
screen roles) as the estranged patriarch of
a brood of famous child geniuses. But the
passage to adulthood has not been kind to

the Tenenbaum offspring (played as adults
by Luke Wilson, Gwyneth Paltrow and Ben
Stiller), and they all find themselves back
under the same roof with their father, who
is faking a terminal illness.

‘The Sixth Sense’ (1999)

Bruce Willis mounted yet another come-
back, and helped kick-start the career of the
writer-director M. Night Shyamalan, with
this inventive ghost story. Willis stars as a
child psychologist attempting to aid a
young boy (Haley Joel Osment) who be-
lieves not only that he can “see dead peo-
ple” but that he’s meant to help them settle
their unfinished business. “The Sixth
Sense” is best remembered for its twist
ending, but even viewers going in aware of
its outcome are likely to find it scary, mov-
ing and surprisingly poignant. JASON BAILEY

Here to Help
Four Movie and TV Picks to Stream on Hulu Right Now

GILLES MINGASSON/ABC, VIA ASSOCIATED PRESS

For more picks, go to nytimes.com/watching.
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ACROSS

1 ___ sprouts
5 Former felon
7 Steamy spot
8 Big band
9 French for “head”

DOWN

1 Spanish for “kiss”
2 Precise
3 Like an angle that’s less than 90°
4 Band that’s one member bigger 

than 8-Across
6 Hip-hop’s ___ Dogg, featured on 

the 1994 hit “Regulate”

The Mini Crossword

SOLUTION TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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N E A R

G R P S

To keep time ticking systematically around the world, metrologists have been occasionally
adding an extra so-called leap second to the end of an atomic day — 37 since they began
the practice in 1972. Doing so, though, has caused confusion in our increasingly synchro-
nized world. On Friday, representatives from countries around the world voted to abandon
the practice by 2035, untangling Earth time and atomic time. Though the headache is
solved for now, future generations may eventually have to implement a leap hour.

Second Look
Perfect Timing

DALBERT B. VILARINO


